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Abstract

Global reanalyses like ERA5 accurately capture atmospheric processes at spatial scales of O(10) km or larger. By downscaling

ERA5 with large-eddy simulation (LES), LES can provide details about processes at spatio-temporal scales down to meters

and seconds. Here, we present an open-source Python package named the “Large-eddy simulation and Single-column model

- Large-Scale Dynamics”, or (LS)2D in short, designed to simplify the downscaling of ERA5 with doubly-periodic LES. A

validation with observations, for several sensitivity experiments consisting of month-long LESs over Cabauw (the Netherlands),

demonstrates both its usefulness and limitations. The day-to-day variability in the weather is well captured by (LS)2D and

LES, but the setup under-performs in conditions with broken or near overcast clouds. As a novel application of this modeling

system, we used (LS)2D to study surface solar irradiance variability, as this quantity directly links land-surface processes,

turbulent transport, and clouds, to radiation. At a horizontal resolution of 25 m, the setup reproduces satisfactorily the solar

irradiance variability down to a timescale of seconds. This demonstrates that the coupled LES-ERA5 setup is a useful tool

that can provide details on the physics of turbulence and clouds, but can only improve on its host reanalysis when applied to

meteorological suitable conditions.
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Key Points:8

• We developed an open-source Python package named (LS)2D, designed to down-9

scale the ERA5 reanalysis with turbulence and cloud-resolving LESs10
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requires high resolution (O(10) m) LES14
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Abstract15

Global reanalyses like ERA5 accurately capture atmospheric processes at spatial scales16

of O(10) km or larger. By downscaling ERA5 with large-eddy simulation (LES), LES17

can provide details about processes at spatio-temporal scales down to meters and sec-18

onds. Here, we present an open-source Python package named the “Large-eddy simu-19

lation and Single-column model - Large-Scale Dynamics”, or (LS)2D in short, designed20

to simplify the downscaling of ERA5 with doubly-periodic LES. A validation with ob-21

servations, for several sensitivity experiments consisting of month-long LESs over Cabauw22

(the Netherlands), demonstrates both its usefulness and limitations. The day-to-day vari-23

ability in the weather is well captured by (LS)2D and LES, but the setup under-performs24

in conditions with broken or near overcast clouds. As a novel application of this mod-25

eling system, we used (LS)2D to study surface solar irradiance variability, as this quan-26

tity directly links land-surface processes, turbulent transport, and clouds, to radiation.27

At a horizontal resolution of 25 m, the setup reproduces satisfactorily the solar irradi-28

ance variability down to a timescale of seconds. This demonstrates that the coupled LES-29

ERA5 setup is a useful tool that can provide details on the physics of turbulence and30

clouds, but can only improve on its host reanalysis when applied to meteorological suit-31

able conditions.32

Plain Language Summary33

Modern global weather models are accurate in predicting atmospheric processes34

at scales of around 10 km or larger, but are less good at predicting smaller scale processes,35

like for example the interaction between solar radiation, individual clouds, and the re-36

sulting clouds shadows that are cast onto the land surface. High spatio-temporal reso-37

lution research models are able to capture these smaller scale processes, but require a38

coupling to a weather model to account for the day-to-day variability in our weather. In39

this paper, we present a framework to couple large to small scale models, and demon-40

strate both the benefits and challenges of using this coupled model setup. The coupled41

setup excels in capturing the aforementioned high frequency interactions between small42

clouds and surface solar radiation. However, the chaotic nature of broken to overcast clouds43

is proven difficult to represent. The coupled model setup is published as open-source code,44

and is therefore freely available to the research community.45

1 Introduction46

Atmospheric processes cover a large range of spatial and temporal scales, varying47

from less than meters and seconds, to more than thousands of kilometers and years. With48

improvements in models like the Integrated Forecasting System (IFS), global reanaly-49

sis such as ERA5 (Hersbach et al., 2020) have become an accurate data source to study50

atmospheric processes at the meso-α (Fujita, 1981) and larger scales. On smaller scales,51

large-eddy simulation (LES) can resolve processes on scales ranging from the order of52

meters up to the meso-α scale. As such, LES can potentially be a useful tool to down-53

scale a global reanalysis, and provide details about small scale processes which are un-54

resolved by its host model (e.g. Neggers et al., 2012; Gustafson et al., 2020). This includes55

– in the context of this paper – the complex interaction between turbulence, moist con-56

vection, radiative transfer, and the land-surface (e.g. Huang & Margulis, 2011; Rieck et57

al., 2014; Pedruzo-Bagazgoitia et al., 2017; Veerman et al., 2020; Vilà-Guerau de Arel-58

lano et al., 2023).59

Solving turbulent scales simultaneously with the large-scale weather requires a cou-60

pling of LES with a large-scale weather model. Two different coupling methods are typ-61

ically employed, which we will refer to as open boundary and periodic boundary LES. In62

an open boundary LES setup, the LES model is coupled to a large scale model via re-63

laxation of the prognostic fields at the lateral boundaries (e.g. Talbot et al., 2012; Heinze,64
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Dipankar, et al., 2017). The advantage of such a setup is that large- or mesoscale spa-65

tial variability – like e.g. frontal systems – is advected into the LES domain (e.g. Sche-66

mann et al., 2020). However, such as setup requires a large domain and/or grid nesting67

to allow turbulence to fully develop at the inflow boundaries, making the simulations ex-68

pensive (Heinze, Dipankar, et al., 2017). The periodic boundary LES setup – which we69

will employ – circumvents this problem by using doubly-periodic lateral boundary con-70

ditions, only coupling LES to the large-scale weather by applying horizontally homoge-71

neous but time and height varying large-scale forcings. These forcings typically contain72

the advective tendencies of heat, moisture, and momentum, the large-scale vertical (sub-73

sidence) velocity, and the geostrophic wind components (e.g. Neggers et al., 2012; Schalk-74

wijk et al., 2015; Heinze, Moseley, et al., 2017; van Laar et al., 2019). Although such a75

setup clearly has shortcomings in complex large- or mesoscale conditions, it allows for76

smaller domains. This makes the simulations computationally cheaper, or allows the use77

of a finer computational mesh and hence resolve turbulence on smaller scales. As we will78

demonstrate, such high resolution LESs are needed to capture high frequency interac-79

tions between solar radiation and clouds, which is a key process required to advance our80

understanding of land-atmosphere interactions (e.g. Gentine et al., 2019; Vilà-Guerau de81

Arellano et al., 2023).82

Previous work on realistic periodic boundary LESs was often done using limited83

area host models (e.g. Neggers et al., 2012; Schalkwijk et al., 2015; Heinze, Moseley, et84

al., 2017). One advantage of these models over a global model like ERA5 is the increased85

horizontal resolution. Nevertheless, we have chosen to use ERA5 for a number of rea-86

sons. First, ERA5 has a global coverage, and therefore does not limit the LES simula-87

tions to a certain geographical region. Second, ERA5 covers a long time period from 195088

to within 5 days from real time. And third, and perhaps most important, the ERA5 data89

can easily be accessed through the Copernicus Data Store (CDS1), bypassing the need90

to request data from various national weather services in case it is not openly available.91

Another commonality in most previous work is that the underlying code used to prepro-92

cess the host model data was closed-source. In order to improve scientific transparency93

and reproducibility, we released our code as an open-source Python package named the94

“Large-eddy simulation and Single column model - Large-Scale Dynamics”, or (LS)2D95

in short. This Python package contains a number of routines meant to simplify and au-96

tomate all the steps required to generate the input for doubly-periodic LESs.97

The goal of this paper is threefold. First, we document (LS)2D by describing the98

coupling method between ERA5 and LES, and the procedures in the (LS)2D Python pack-99

age (section 2). Although (LS)2D has already proven its usefulness and skill in a num-100

ber of studies (Ražnjević et al., 2022; Veerman et al., 2022; Tijhuis et al., 2023; Mol, van101

Stratum, et al., 2023), this previous work mostly focused on clear or shallow convective102

conditions. Therefore, the second goal of this paper is to quantify the added value of doubly-103

periodic LES with respect to ERA5 for (i) dry and shallow convective conditions, and104

(ii) more challenging conditions. We do this by simulating August 2016 over Cabauw (the105

Netherlands) with (LS)2D and MicroHH (van Heerwaarden et al., 2017), and validat-106

ing the results with the Cabauw surface, tower, and remote sensing observations (sec-107

tion 4.1-4.2). The third goal is to discuss the pros and cons of using a doubly-periodic108

LES setup by comparing a key process – the surface solar irradiance variability – with109

detailed observations from the Baseline Surface Radiation Network (BSRN, Knap, 2022;110

Mol, Knap, & van Heerwaarden, 2023). With a sensitivity experiment consisting of six111

different one-month LESs, we address the impact of domain size and resolution on the112

ability of LES to capture different surface solar irradiance time scales (section 4.3). Fi-113

nally, we discuss our findings, and conclude the paper in section 6.114

1 https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu
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2 LES - ERA5 coupling with (LS)2D115

2.1 Methods116

To account for the influence of the large scale weather acting on the local LES do-117

main, (LS)2D creates a one-way coupling between ERA5 and LES. The coupling method118

that we apply is similar to the methods described by Neggers et al. (2012); Schalkwijk119

et al. (2015); Heinze, Moseley, et al. (2017). In this approach, the initial conditions (at-120

mosphere and soil) and a number of time and height varying large-scale processes act-121

ing on the LES domain, are derived from routine output of (in our case) ERA5. These122

processes, partly in the form of a tendency of a state variable like temperature, humid-123

ity, or wind, are then added to the prognostic LES equations, as shown in Eq. 1 and Eq.124

2:125

∂ψ̃

∂t

∣∣∣∣∣
LS

= −
〈
uLSj

∂ψLS

∂xj

〉
︸ ︷︷ ︸

advection

−
〈
wLS

〉 ∂ψ̃
∂z︸ ︷︷ ︸

subsidence

+
1

τn

(〈
ψLS

〉
−

〈
ψ̃
〉)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
relaxation

+
〈
FLS
ψ

〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
source

, (1)

∂ũi
∂t

∣∣∣∣LS = −
〈
uLSj

∂uLSi
∂xj

〉
︸ ︷︷ ︸

advection

−
〈
wLS

〉 ∂ũi
∂z︸ ︷︷ ︸

subsidence

+ ϵij3fc
(
ũj −

〈
uLSg;j

〉)︸ ︷︷ ︸
coriolis

+
1

τn

(〈
uLSi

〉
− ⟨ũi⟩

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

relaxation

. (2)

Here, ψ is a generic scalar, in MicroHH either the liquid water potential temper-126

ature (θl), the total specific humidity (qt), or other scalars, and ui is a vector with the127

horizontal wind components (u, v, 0). Variables with a superscript LS are variables from128

ERA, and variables with a tilde denote the filtered LES fields. The angle brackets in-129

dicate a horizontal averaging operation, either over a number of ∼30×30 km2 grid points130

in ERA5, or the entire LES domain.131

The coupling between the resolved ERA5 variables and the turbulent LES variables132

consists of a number of terms:133

• The advective tendency contains the resolved advective tendency from the host134

model. As this tendency is not available in the ERA5 output, it is approximated135

offline from the three-dimensional fields.136

• The subsidence term contains the interaction between the large-scale vertical ve-137

locity from ERA5, and the turbulent LES fields.138

• The source term can contain any external forcing, for example radiative heating139

rates for LES simulations without interactive radiation.140

• The Coriolis term contains the influence of the large-scale pressure gradient on the141

horizontal wind components in LES, through the geostrophic wind.142

• Finally, the relaxation term is a safety measure for long experiments, which pre-143

vents the LES model from deviating too far from the host model, by nudging the144

horizontal mean state of LES to the mean state of ERA5, on a timescale τn.145

In these equations, fc is the Coriolis frequency fc = 2Ω sin(ϕ), where Ω = 7.2921·146

10−5 rad s−1 and ϕ is the latitude. The two horizontal geostrophic wind components are147

denoted by uLSg;j , and are defined as:148

uLSg = − g

fc

∂ZLS

∂y
, (3)

vLSg =
g

fc

∂ZLS

∂x
, (4)
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Figure 1. (LS)2D Python script: Simplified example of the (LS)2D workflow in Python.

where ∂ZLS/∂xi are the horizontal gradients of the geopotential height on constant pres-149

sure levels, and g is the gravitational acceleration.150

All terms from Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 are calculated on the native (137) ERA5 model151

levels, as this provides the most detail in the vertical. The geostrophic wind components152

are an exception, which are calculated on pressure levels, and next interpolated to the153

model levels. All terms additionally vary in time. They are, however, applied as hori-154

zontally homogeneous quantities in the LES domain. Although it is in principle possi-155

ble to calculate and apply spatially varying tendencies, this approach would be difficult156

to unite with the choice for periodic boundary conditions in LES.157

The gradients ∂ϕLS/∂xi are approximated from the ERA5 data with either sec-158

ond or fourth-order accurate centered finite differences:159

∂ϕ

∂xi

∣∣∣∣j
2nd

≈ ϕj+1 − ϕj−1

2δ
, (5)

∂ϕ

∂xi

∣∣∣∣j
4th

≈ ϕj−2 − 8ϕj−1 + 8ϕj+1 − ϕj+2

12δ
. (6)

2.2 Python package160

The main task of (LS)2D is to automate all the steps required to generate the in-161

put for doubly periodic LES. To explain the typical workflow with (LS)2D, we will step-162

by-step walk through a simplified (LS)2D Python script, shown in Fig. 1.163

After installing the Python package, (LS)2D is available with import ls2d. To sim-164

plify passing the case settings to (LS)2D, most settings are gathered in a Python dic-165

tionary. Next, the first step is to download the ERA5 data, if the required NetCDF files166

are not already available. (LS)2D supports two methods, either using the Copernicus Data167

–5–
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Store (CDS, openly available), or the Meteorological Archival and Retrieval System (MARS,168

requires ECMWF supercomputer access). In both cases, and especially when using CDS,169

the queuing time can be substantial, as the model level data is only stored in the tape170

archive. Therefore, when using the CDS option, (LS)2D will store the unique CDS re-171

quest IDs once the downloads are submitted, and stop the Python script. On a subse-172

quent launch of the Python script, download era5() will check if there are active request,173

if so check if they are finished, and if this is the case, download the NetCDF files from174

the CDS server. When using MARS to download the ERA5 data, the MARS retrievals175

are submitted using the SLURM workload manager.176

Once the required ERA5 NetCDF files are available, (LS)2D has the Read era5()177

routine which reads the required files, and calculates some derived properties like the model178

level pressure and height, and state variables in other units. Next, calculate forcings()179

calculates the required terms from Eq. 1 and Eq. 2. The n av option allows the user to180

average the initial conditions and large-scale forcings over ±n av ERA5 grid points, and181

the method argument switches between the second and fourth-order accurate finite dif-182

ferences.183

After specifying a vertical LES grid (in this case a stretched grid, where the k-th184

level has a grid spacing ∆z = ∆z0(1+α)
k), the get les input() routine interpolates185

all vertical profiles to the specified LES grid. The resulting les input object is an xar-186

ray dataset (Hoyer & Hamman, 2017) containing all the required LES input, and addi-187

tional information related to surface variables like e.g. the roughness lengths, leaf area188

index, and vegetation and soil types from ERA5. Each variable contains attributes de-189

scribing the variable and its units. This dataset can easily be saved in NetCDF format190

using xarray’s to netcdf() method, or further processed in the (LS)2D script, and saved191

into the LES model specific input format.192

3 Simulation setup and post-processing193

3.1 LES model194

We used MicroHH for all LES simulations in this study. The core of the model is195

described in detail by van Heerwaarden et al. (2017). Over the last years, the model has196

been extended with various new physics parameterizations required for simulations of197

realistic weather. This includes the RTE-RRTMGP radiative transfer model (Pincus et198

al., 2019), an interactive land-surface model based on HTESSEL (Balsamo et al., 2009),199

and a single moment ice microphysics scheme (Tomita, 2008).200

Describing all model settings is practically unfeasible for such complex LES setups.201

Therefore, we provide a limited description of the primary settings required to under-202

stand the nature of the experiments. The LES code and input are available as supple-203

mentary material, and all options can be found in our online documentation (https://microhh.readthedocs.io).204

The LES domain size and horizontal resolution varied between the different exper-205

iments, as specified in Table 3.2. In the vertical direction, we used a stretched grid with206

a grid spacing of 20 m near the surface, stretched over 192 levels up to ∼18 km height.207

For advection, we used the 5th order scheme from Wicker & Skamarock (2002), and a208

non-dynamic Smagorinsky subfilter-scale model. The radiative fluxes, calculated over209

the full 3D fields, were updated every 60 simulation seconds. The experiments used a210

spatially homogeneous surface, with short grass with a vegetation fraction of 95% and211

a leaf area index (LAI) of 2.6, and the medium-fine soil type from IFS (ECMWF, 2018).212

Finally, the nudging timescale τn (Eq. 1, 2) was set to three hours.213

Each month is simulated as 31 individual days, and each simulated day is started214

at 22:00 UTC the previous day, with an integration time of 26 hours. In the post-processing215

–6–
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Table 1. Overview sensitivity experiments LES

Name Horizontal size Resolution

S 6.4 km 100 m
M 12.8 km 100 m
L 25.6 km 100 m
XL 51.2 km 100 m

S-MR 6.4 km 50 m
S-HR 6.4 km 25 m

of the statistics, the first two hours of each simulation are discarded as spin up, result-216

ing in continuous one month long time series.217

3.2 Post-processing218

We used model output from virtual observation sites (individual LES grid points,219

without any spatial or time averaging), sampled at a 5-second frequency, to calculate most220

LES statistics. For these individual columns, radiative transfer was also diagnosed at a221

5-second frequency. For the comparison with observations, we averaged the LES output222

over a 10-minute window, in line with the time averaging of the Cabauw observations.223

Non-averaged individual column statistics were used for the results in Section 4.3, to pre-224

serve the highest amount of variability.225

4 Results226

The results section starts by providing a first impression of the typical weather vari-227

ability over Cabauw, and the ability of both the (LS)2D-MicroHH combination (here-228

after simply referred to as LES) and ERA5 itself, to capture this variability (Section 4.1).229

Next, we examine the skill of all models by statistically comparing LES and ERA5 with230

the Cabauw observations (Section 4.2). Finally, in Section 4.3 the surface solar irradi-231

ance variability is studied.232

4.1 Characterization of diurnal variability233

The weather over Cabauw is often highly variable, with different weather types within234

the time span of a few days. To give a first impression of the ability of ERA5 and LES235

to capture this variability, we present an overview of a short time period with varying236

weather conditions (11th to 16th of August) in Fig. 2.237

The period started with the passage of a warm front with light rain on the 11th238

of August, with overcast skies which did not clear until noon on the 12th. The 13th and239

14th were characterized by nearly overcast but broken cumulus and/or stratocumulus240

clouds, followed by a perfect diurnal cycle of shallow cumulus on the 15th of August.241

In general, both LES and ERA5 perform visually similar (the actual statistics are242

provided in the next section). Both models capture most of the variation in the surface243

solar (SW↓) and longwave (LW↓) irradiance (Fig. 2a,b), and the surface upward long-244

wave radiation (LW↑, Fig. 2c). Only on clear nights (12→13 and 14→15 August) both245

models overestimate LW ↑, indicating that the modelled surface temperatures are too246

high. The surface sensible (H) and latent (LvE) heat fluxes (Fig. 2 d,e) are in line with247

the observations as well. The Bowen ratio β ≡ LvE/H ≈ 1/3 is typical for Cabauw, and248

correctly reproduced by ERA5 and the land-surface model in LES. As a result, the 10-249
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Figure 2. First impression: overview of 5 days to illustrate the day-to-day variability over

Cabauw. The variables include a) the surface solar irradiance, b) surface longwave irradiance, c)

surface outgoing longwave radiation, d) surface sensible heat flux, e) surface latent heat flux, f)

10 m potential temperature, g) 10 m specific humidity, h) 10 m wind speed, i) surface rain rate,

and j) total cloud cover.
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meter potential temperature, specific humidity, and wind speed (Fig. 2 f,g,h) closely fol-250

low the observations. However, both models fail to capture some of the fast observed fluc-251

tuations in wind speed. This is perhaps expected in ERA5, with its coarse spatial and252

temporal resolution, but LES should in theory capture these fluctuations. The surface253

rain rate (Fig. 2i) during the frontal passage was weak at around 0-2 mm per hour, which254

is reproduced by the microphysics schemes in both IFS and LES, although in both mod-255

els precipitation stops a bit early. Most of the variability in cloud cover (Fig. 2j) is cap-256

tured by both models. On the last day with shallow cumulus convection, LES is much257

closer to the observed cloud fraction compared to ERA5. The skill of both LES and ERA5258

in predicting the cloud cover is studied in more detail in Section 4.2.2.259

Overall, the (LS)2D coupling between ERA5 and LES successfully introduces most260

of the day-to-day variability observed in reality into LES. In the next section, the skill261

of LES and ERA5 is further analyzed by statistically comparing both models to the Cabauw262

observations.263

4.2 Statistical validation LES and ERA5264

4.2.1 Surface and tower observations265

The statistical analysis will focus on the mean biases of LES and ERA5. To dis-266

tinguish between biases in different parts of the diurnal cycle, the statistics have been267

calculated over three hourly periods. For the LES simulations, we focus on the highest268

resolution (S-HR) and largest domain (XL) experiments.269

Fig. 3a and 3b show the statistics for the surface shortwave radiation. The mean270

bias in the incoming radiation in LES is significant at a maximum of 60 to 75 W m−2.271

In contrast, ERA5 has a mean bias of only -1.5 W m−2. The bias in the outgoing short-272

wave radiation in LES is almost entirely caused by the bias in the incoming radiation,273

indicating that the albedo used in LES (0.24%) is accurate. The ERA5 grid point for274

Cabauw, however, has an albedo of around 17%, resulting in a maximum negative bias275

in the outgoing shortwave radiation of -40 W m−2. The large positive bias in the solar276

irradiance in LES is most likely caused by an underestimation of clouds in certain weather277

regimes, which is discussed in more detail in the following sections. As a result of the278

underestimation of clouds, the surface longwave irradiance (Fig. 3b) is underestimated279

in LES. However, compared to the solar irradiance, the biases are much smaller at ∼-280

5 to -10 W m−2. The biases in the surface longwave outgoing radiation (Fig. 3c) are sim-281

ilar in LES and ERA5. During the night, both models overestimate the outgoing long-282

wave radiation, indicating that the surface temperatures are too high.283

The biases in the solar radiation in LES (incoming) and ERA5 (outgoing) are not284

compensated by the biases in longwave radiation, and therefore both models have a net285

excess of energy at the surface (Fig. 3e). As a result, both the sensible (Fig. 3f) and la-286

tent (Fig. 3g) heat fluxes are overestimated. The timing of the overestimation differs be-287

tween the two variables: in LES, the sensible heat flux almost perfectly follows the net288

radiation bias, but the bias in the latent heat flux is delayed. During the night, the sen-289

sible and latent heat fluxes in LES are too negative, but these small biases are likely within290

the measurement uncertainty of eddy-correlation flux measurements at night (e.g. de Roode291

et al., 2010; Bosveld et al., 2020). ERA5 does a slightly better job at predicting the sen-292

sible heat flux, but has a positive evaporation bias throughout the diurnal cycle.293

As expected, the LES biases in the 10-meter temperature (Fig. 3h) and specific hu-294

midity (Fig. 3i) follow the pattern of the surface sensible and latent heat fluxes. For the295

10 m temperature, this results in an overestimation of the diurnal amplitude, as the model296

is too cold at night and too warm during the day. This is in contrast with ERA5, which297

underestimates the amplitude of T10m, which is a well known problem in IFS (Sandu298

et al., 2013). The positive evaporation biases in both LES and ERA5 directly translate299
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Figure 3. Statistics LES and ERA5 vs. observations: Three-hourly statistics for ERA5

and the largest (XL) and highest resolution (S-HR) LES runs, showing the mean bias (model mi-

nus observations) as a function of the time of the day. The mean bias b̄ over the entire period is

shown in text in the figures.
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Figure 4. Statistics cloud cover: cloud cover statistics for ERA5 and three of the LES

experiments, averaged in 10% bins of the observed cloud fraction.

to relatively small (+0.1-0.2 g kg−1) biases in the 10 m specific humidity. Finally, the300

biases in the 10 m wind speed (Fig. 3j) show a similar pattern in both LES and ERA5,301

with a positive bias during the night, and a negative bias during the day. ERA5 has the302

largest (negative) bias, especially during the day, and in the LES experiments, the high-303

resolution experiment reduces the biases at night.304

In summary, LES seems to perform neither significantly better nor worse than ERA5305

for the variables shown in Fig. 3, with the surface solar irradiance being the one clear306

exception. To further study the irradiance bias, the next section will look at the repre-307

sentation of clouds in the LES experiments.308

4.2.2 Clouds309

The Cabauw site has multiple instruments measuring cloud properties, including310

an LD-40 ceilometer (Bosveld et al., 2020). The latter provides time series of both cloud311

presence and cloud base at a 15-second frequency, which allows for a direct (statistical)312

comparison with the high frequency (5 second) single column output from MicroHH. From313

the observations and LES, a cloud fraction is derived by first calculating a cloud mask314

(criteria: cloud present in the ceilometer output, positive liquid water path in LES), and315

secondly calculating the cloud fraction as the fraction of time that clouds are present in316

a one-hour period. As this method can not be applied on the ERA5 dataset, we simply317

used the total cloud fraction available in the ERA5 statistics.318

Figure 4 shows the statistics for the LES experiments and ERA5, binned in 10%319

intervals as a function of the observed cloud fraction. From these results, we can con-320

clude that the influence of the domain size (S vs. XL) and resolution (S vs. S-HR) in LES321

is small, as all LES experiments show similar biases. For low cloud fractions of ≤30%322

(0-2 okta), the bias in LES is close to zero, whereas ERA5 has a positive bias of ∼10-323

25%. This improvement in LES can be expected as LES explicitly resolves these small324

clouds. For intermediate cloud fractions of 30-50% (3-4 okta), LES underestimates the325

cloud fraction with ∼15%, where ERA5 has a positive bias of ∼10%. For the highest cloud326

fractions in the range 50-100% (5-8 okta) both LES and ERA5 underestimate the cloud327

fraction, although the bias in LES is much larger at ∼30-40%.328
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From these results, it is evident that in doubly periodic LESs, with the domain sizes329

that we used, cloudiness is underestimated for observed cloud fractions larger than 30%.330

The potential reasons behind these biases, and possible solutions to overcome these bi-331

ases, are further discussed in Section 6.332

4.3 Surface solar irradiance variability333

The previous sections statistically compared the time averaged model output to334

observations, in order to reveal potential biases in LES or ERA5. This section will ex-335

tend that analysis, but with a focus on quantities where LES can potentially add value336

over ERA5, as it explicitly resolves the interaction between individual clouds and radi-337

ation.338

One variable which is of particular interest is the surface solar irradiance, which339

at Cabauw (BSRN station) is measured at a one-second frequency. As explained by Mol,340

van Stratum, et al. (2023), solar irradiance variability and cloud properties are closely341

related. Therefore, we use this quantity to analyze both the high frequency interactions342

between clouds and radiation, but also the low frequency interactions, which are likely343

influenced by the biases in cloudiness (Section 4.2.2).344

4.3.1 Shadow duration and size distributions345

The first part of the analysis will focus on the shadow duration and size. In both346

LES and the observations, we define a shadow as a continuous period where the differ-347

ence between the surface solar irradiance (global horizontal irradiance, GHI) and its clear348

sky (CS) value is more than 50 W m−2, i.e. GHIcs-GHI > 50 W m−2. In LES the clear349

sky irradiance is output by the RTE-RRTMGP model, for the observations we use the350

clear sky product from McClear (Lefèvre et al., 2013). The shadow duration is next trans-351

lated to an approximate shadow length by multiplying it with the 200 m wind speed. This352

wind speed is likely less than the wind speed in the cloud layer(s), but is the highest ob-353

served wind speed available in the Cabauw observations.354

Figures 5a and 5b shows the probability density functions (PDFs) of the shadow355

duration and size. All LES experiments are included to examine the influence of domain356

size and horizontal resolution. Both the observations and LESs exhibit a power-law re-357

lationship with a slope around -5/3 across a wide range of scales. The power-law slope358

is in line with the findings of Mol, van Stratum, et al. (2023), who studied similar shadow359

properties using 10 years of Cabauw BSRN data. The similarity in the PDF slope in-360

dicates that our chosen period is not anomalous in terms of the shadow (or cloud) prop-361

erties.362

The PDFs of the LES simulations deviate from the observations at a few distinct363

time and length scales, but differences between the individual LES runs and the obser-364

vations are difficult to distinguish given the wide range of scales on the vertical axis. There-365

fore, Fig. 5c,d shows the same PDFs, but normalized by t
−5/3
shadow and l

−5/3
shadow.366

At the smallest time and length scales, the influence of the horizontal resolution367

is obvious. At the highest resolution (S-HR) the variability is close to the observations,368

but as the grid spacing increases, less variability is captured. This is most clearly vis-369

ible in the shadow lengths, where the LES simulations at ∆=50 m and ∆=100 m seem370

to drop off at scales below ∼ 2∆. At intermediate time and length scales – between 30371

s > t > 10 min, equivalent to 200 m < l < 5000 m – the highest resolution experi-372

ment almost perfectly follows the observations, while the lower resolution experiments373

slightly overestimate the shadow occurrences. At time scales beyond ∼10 minutes and374

∼5 km, all LES experiment show a sharp drop-off. This is to some extent related to the375

domain size, which limits the maximum cloud size and therefore the shadow durations376

and sizes. However, in all experiments except S, shadow lengths are missing which could377
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Figure 5. Cloud shadow duration and size: Normalized probability density functions

(PDFs) of the cloud shadow duration (a) and size (b) from the BSRN observation and all LES

experiments. In the bottom row, the mean slope – typically consisting of a x−5/3 slope (Mol, van

Stratum, et al., 2023) – has been divided out to improve readability.
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Figure 6. Solar irradiance spectra: Power spectra of the surface solar irradiance, compar-

ing ERA5 and LES with the 1 second BSRN observations. The gray shading is the original (not

averaged) PSD of the BSRN data.

fit into the LES domain. Only at the largest time and length scales do the LES exper-378

iment again converge with the observations. As these length scales are much larger than379

the domain sizes, this is simply the result of an overcast cloud deck which is advected380

multiple times through the periodic boundary conditions.381

4.3.2 Solar irradiance power spectrum382

The probability density functions from the previous section analyzed the surface383

solar irradiance as a discrete (on/off) quantity. To get more insight in the full extent of384

the solar variability, this section studies power spectra of the BSRN observations, ERA5,385

and all LES experiments.386

The power spectral density (PSD) is obtained from time series using fast Fourier387

transforms (FFT). As these PSDs tend to be noisy on the original frequencies, we av-388

eraged the PSDs over logarithmically increasing bin sizes (e.g. Schalkwijk et al., 2015).389

For the LES experiments, we additionally averaged the binned PSDs over the five col-390

umn locations.391

Figure 6 shows the power spectral densities. The energy at time scales (τ) corre-392

sponding to the diurnal cycle and daylight period is clearly visible, and captured cor-393

rectly by the LES experiments. ERA5 is close to the observations, but underestimates394

the variability slightly at τ > 12 hours. At τ < 12 hours, ERA5 clearly underestimates395

the variability at all time scales that can potentially be resolved with the hourly output.396

The LES spectra also drop off at around τ= 7 hours, although less than ERA5, and only397

converge with the observations around τ = 10-15 minutes. The larger LES domains (M,398

L, XL) resolve more energy at time scales between 10 minutes and 2 hours, but still do399
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not capture the full variability seen in the observations. At time scales below 10 min-400

utes, LES can capture the full variability down to the 10-second scale, but only in the401

highest resolution experiment. When the horizontal resolution is increased from 25 m402

to 50 m or 100 m, the resolved variability at time scales less than a minute quickly drops403

off.404

The results from Figures 5 and 6 are in line with the findings from the previous sec-405

tions. At time scales larger than 10-15 minutes – corresponding to a spatial scale of ∼10406

km – variability in the surface solar irradiance is underestimated as the result of a mis-407

representation of large clouds or conditions with large cloud fractions in LES. However,408

these results also demonstrate the added value of downscaling ERA5 with LES, as such409

an LES setup is capable of capturing solar irradiance variability from time scales of 10410

minutes down to 10 seconds.411

5 Discussion412

Our validation with observations showed that (LS)2D, combined with MicroHH,413

captures most of the day-to-day variability in the weather. However, the results also in-414

dicate that such a doubly-periodic LES is not a general purpose tool, suitable for all weather415

conditions.416

The validation of the cloud properties and solar irradiance variability against a com-417

prehensive set of surface and remote sensing observations, revealed that these LESs un-418

derestimate high cloud fractions and/or large cloud structures. This is most likely caused419

by our approach, where LES is only coupled to the large-scale model through a set of420

horizontally mean large-scale forcings. Consider for example a cloud layer that is cor-421

rectly predicted by the host model, at a height where LES has not developed any spa-422

tial variability in temperature or humidity. If this cloud layer is advected into the LES423

model only through the horizontal mean state, then all grid points at that height in LES424

will be either saturated or not, resulting in a cloud deck in LES that essentially behaves425

as an on/off switch. And if the cloud deck in the host model consists of broken clouds,426

the relative humidity in LES will likely stay below 100%, and LES will not capture any427

clouds. Similar issues have recently been reported by Jansson et al. (2022) in a super-428

parameterization setup. A setup where LES is coupled to the host model at the lateral429

boundaries might solve these issues, as this can result in the advection of spatial vari-430

ability in e.g. temperature or humidity into the LES domain.431

A second issue that we did not discuss in detail is the formal validity of our exper-432

iments in the nocturnal boundary layer (NBL). Resolving sufficient turbulence in a weak433

to moderately stable boundary layer requires a grid spacing of O(1) m (e.g. Beare et al.,434

2006). In addition, LES might simply not be the correct tool when studying more strongly435

stable conditions with little or no turbulence. These resolution requirements and other436

limitation make it difficult to unite a valid LES setup for nighttime conditions, with a437

domain large enough for (deep) convection. An LES setup with two-way grid nesting could438

potentially solve some of these issues, by letting the high-resolution domain feed back439

the correct mean thermodynamic state to its larger parent domain. Alternatively, for stud-440

ies where the NBL is of secondary importance, the early morning biases could be ignored,441

as they are unlikely to influence processes the following day (van Stratum & Stevens, 2015,442

2018).443

6 Summary and conclusion444

This paper presented (LS)2D: an open-source Python package designed to simplify445

downscaling ERA5 with doubly-periodic LES. With a number of one month long sim-446

ulations over Cabauw (the Netherlands), consisting of various sensitivity experiments447
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on domain size and resolution with the MicroHH LES model, we demonstrated both the448

benefits and challenges of using such a realistic but doubly-periodic LES setup.449

Overall, the combination of (LS)2D and MicroHH manages to capture most of the450

day-to-day variability in the weather. However – as discussed in the previous section –451

the model setup has difficulties with capturing conditions with large cloud fractions and/or452

structures. The downscaling method that we presented is therefore most useful for study-453

ing processes that are internally resolved by LES, but poorly resolved or parameterized454

by the host model. This way, the host model sets the large-scale environment, in which455

LES resolves the small scale processes. A key example, important for both weather and456

climate, is shallow convection, which is fully parameterized by most large-scale weather457

and climate models, but explicitly resolved by LES. For these conditions, our compar-458

ison with the Cabauw observations showed that LES improves on its host model when459

predicting e.g. cloud cover.460

Being able to resolve shallow convection accurately has an important implication,461

as it enables the use of this model setup to study the complex interplay between radia-462

tive transfer, land-surface processes, turbulent transport, and moist convection. As we463

have demonstrated, a sufficiently high resolution LES setup manages to capture solar464

irradiance variability across a wide range of temporal scales, all the way down to a timescale465

of seconds. This is important for correctly modeling land-atmosphere interactions, but466

also provides the potential to use LES for forecasting e.g. irradiance variability for so-467

lar energy applications.468

In summary, the downscaling of ERA5 with (LS)2D and LES has proven to be a469

useful tool to advance our understanding on the interplay between several key atmospheric470

processes, when applied to meteorological appropriate conditions.471
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